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A class of Kripke models is modally deﬁnable if there is a set of modal formulas such that
the class consists exactly of models on which every formula from that set is globally true.
In this paper, a class is also considered deﬁnable if there is a set of formulas such that it
consists exactly of models in which every formula from that set is satisﬁable. The notion
of modal deﬁnability is then generalized by combining these two. For thus obtained types
of modal deﬁnability on the level of Kripke models, we give characterization theorems in
the usual form, in terms of algebraic closure conditions. As some consequences of these,
various preservation results are presented. Also, some characterizations are strengthened
by replacing closure under ultraproducts with closure under ultrapowers.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Model-theoretical characterizations of deﬁnability are a way to show the expressive power of a language, which depends
also on a choice of semantics. In modal logic, not only different languages have different expressiveness, but even for any
particular modal language, there are many approaches to the meaning of modal formulas: one can consider their truth in
some designated world, global truth on a model, validity on a frame, validity under admissible valuations of a generalized
frame, not to mention algebraic or topological semantics. On the level of Kripke frames, such characterization is given by
the famous Goldblatt–Thomason theorem, and for pointed models we have the de Rijke characterization (cf. [1] for detailed
proofs of both). Modal deﬁnability of both frame and model classes is generalized to coalgebraic setting and respective
semantic characterizations are given by Kurz and Rosický [9]. In this paper, only Kripke semantics is considered, and only
on the global level of models, but even so, the question of expressiveness shows to have more diverse answer then maybe
expected.
In the usual sense, modal formulas deﬁne classes of models on which they are globally true, i.e. true in every world.
A model-theoretical characterization of global deﬁnability is given by de Rijke and Sturm [3]. The global truth of a modal
formula is translated to the corresponding ﬁrst-order language as the truth of the universal closure of the standard trans-
lation of that formula. If we negate this translation, we get an existential formula, which means that the complement
of a modally deﬁnable class of models generally is not modally deﬁnable. To correct this, one can consider classes de-
ﬁned by existentially quantiﬁed standard translations of modal formulas also modally deﬁnable in a broader sense. This
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ﬁable in some world. (A similar idea lies behind the notion of negative deﬁnability of Kripke frame classes, deﬁned by
Venema [12].)
These are, of course, exactly dual notions if we consider only one formula, so we easily get all the results, but the
case of deﬁnability by a set of formulas is not so straightforward. Still, characterization results are obtained by similar
proof techniques as for the deﬁnability in the usual sense, which means that saturated models, namely ultraproducts and
ultrapowers, are involved in all the results.
The main idea is generalized as further as possible within the basic modal language, with the aim to characterize ﬁrst-
order sentences that correspond to modal formulas in this broader sense.
All these results can actually be viewed as characterizations of some fragments of modal logic extended with the uni-
versal modality. This is a logic which has a power to express statements about global truth or satisﬁability of basic modal
formulas. Although the approach of this paper is to express these statements only in metalanguage or in the corresponding
ﬁrst-order language, the results can easily be transferred to this extended modal context. A characterization of frame classes
deﬁnable in the modal logic extended with universal modality is given by Goranko and Passy [6].
As usual, characterization theorems are useful in practice for obtaining non-deﬁnability results, while deﬁnability is
established by giving a deﬁning formula or a set of formulas. Many such non-deﬁnability results are given in Section 7.
Moreover, these examples show the minimality of conditions in given characterizations, and also serve to separate presented
types of deﬁnability.
2. Prerequisites
Basic deﬁnitions and facts needed in the sequel are brieﬂy presented in this section. Omitted details and proofs can be
found in [1]. Only some less standard notions are considered here in full detail.
For the sake of simplicity throughout the paper we work in the basic modal language, with one modal operator .
A Kripke model for the basic modal language is M= (W , R, V ), where W is a non-empty set, R a binary relation on W ,
and V a function called valuation, which maps every propositional letter p to a subset V (p) ⊂ W . Elements of universe W
are usually called worlds, and R accessibility relation.
The truth of a formula is deﬁned locally and inductively as usual, and denoted M,w  ϕ . Valuation is naturally extended
to all formulas by putting V (ϕ) = {w ∈ W : M,w  ϕ}. We say that a formula is globally true on M if it is true in every
w ∈ W , and we denote this by M ϕ . A formula is satisﬁable in M if it is true in some w ∈ W .
For a set Σ of formulas we write M,w Σ if every formula from Σ is true in w , and MΣ if every formula from Σ
is globally true on M. We say that Σ is satisﬁable in M if there is w ∈ W such that M,w  Σ , and that it is ﬁnitely
satisﬁable in M if every ﬁnite subset of Σ is satisﬁable in M. Satisﬁability and ﬁnite satisﬁability of a set of formulas in
a subset of W is deﬁned similarly.
Basic modal language naturally corresponds to the ﬁrst-order language with one binary predicate R and a unary pred-
icate P for each propositional letter p of the basic modal language. This correspondence is established by the standard
translation, a function that maps every modal formula ϕ to the ﬁrst-order formula STx(ϕ) as follows:
STx(p) = Px, for each propositional letter p,
STx(⊥) = x = x,
STx(¬ϕ) = ¬STx(ϕ),
STx(ϕ ∨ ψ) = STx(ϕ) ∨ STx(ψ),
STx(ϕ) = ∃y(xRy ∧ ST y(ϕ)), where y is fresh.
Clearly, a Kripke model can be viewed as a model for this ﬁrst-order language. The truth of a ﬁrst-order sentence α in
a model M is denoted M |
 α. The truth of all formulas from a set of sentences S is denoted by M |
 S . We denote by
Mod(S) the class of all models M such that M |
 S . It is easy to show that M ϕ if and only if M |
 ∀xSTx(ϕ), and that ϕ
is satisﬁable in M if and only if M |
 ∃xSTx(ϕ).
The notion of saturation is commonly used in proofs of characterization theorems. A model M is modally saturated or
m-saturated if for every set Σ of modal formulas and for all w ∈ W we have: if Σ is ﬁnitely satisﬁable in R[w] = {v ∈ W :
wRv}, then it is satisﬁable in R[w].
A Kripke model M is compact if for any set Σ of modal formulas the following holds: if Σ is ﬁnitely satisﬁable in M,
then Σ is satisﬁable in M.1
Modal saturation is analogous to the notion of ω-saturation from the classical model theory. Let σ be a ﬁrst-order
signature, M a model for σ with universe W , and A ⊆ W . Denote by σ [A] an extension of σ with a constant symbol for
each element of A, and by MA an expansion of M in which every new constant symbol is interpreted by the respective
1 This deﬁnition is due to Hollenberg [7], who considers various types of saturation and gives examples to show that these types are different. Actually,
Fine [4] deﬁnes the same notion, but calls it modal saturation1, while he calls the standard m-saturation the modal saturation2.
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which only variable x is free, we have: if S(x) is ﬁnitely satisﬁable in MA , then it is satisﬁable in MA .
Note that the ω-saturation directly implies compactness: put A = ∅ and use standard translation. Also, it is well known
from the model theory of modal logic that ω-saturation implies m-saturation (see [1, Theorem 2.65]).
A bisimulation between models M= (W , R, V ) and M′ = (W ′, R ′, V ′) is a non-empty relation Z ⊆ W × W ′ such that:
(at) if wZw ′ , then for every p we have w ∈ V (p) if and only if w ′ ∈ V (p);
(forth) if wZw ′ and wRv , then there is v ′ such that v Z v ′ and w ′R ′v ′;
(back) if wZw ′ and w ′R ′v ′ , then there is v such that v Z v ′ and wRv .
It is easy to show that bisimilar worlds are modally equivalent, i.e. if wZw ′ , then for every formula ϕ we have M,w  ϕ
if and only if M′,w ′  ϕ . The converse generally does not hold, but it does if models are m-saturated. In fact, the modal
equivalence between the worlds of two m-saturated models itself is a bisimulation (see [1, proof of Proposition 2.54]).
We say that a bisimulation Z is a total bisimulation from M to M′ if for all w ∈ W there is w ′ ∈ W ′ such that wZw ′ ,
and that it is a surjective bisimulation from M to M′ if for all w ′ ∈ W ′ there is w ∈ W such that wZw ′ . Obviously, if there
is a total surjective bisimulation between M and M′ , then for every formula ϕ we have M ϕ if and only if M′  ϕ . If we
have only totality or only surjectivity, we get one direction of this equivalence. Again, for the converses of these statements,
we need saturation, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 1. Let M and M′ be m-saturated Kripke models. Assume that M is also compact and that for any formula ϕ we have: if
M ϕ , thenM′  ϕ . Then we have:
(1) There exists a surjective bisimulation fromM toM′ . Namely, the modal equivalence between worlds ofM andM′ is a surjective
bisimulation.
(2) There exists a total bisimulation fromM′ toM.
Furthermore, assume M and M′ are both m-saturated and compact, and for each formula ϕ we have: M  ϕ if and only if M′  ϕ .
Then there exists a total surjective bisimulation betweenM andM′ .
Proof. Due to m-saturation we immediately have that the modal equivalence between worlds of models M and M′ is a
bisimulation. To prove that it is surjective, let w ′ be a world from M′ and denote Σ = {σ : M′,w ′  σ }.
Clearly, every formula σ ∈ Σ is satisﬁable in M. For if not, then M  ¬σ for some σ ∈ Σ . Hence, by assumption we
have M′ ¬σ . This contradicts M′,w ′  σ .
As Σ is closed under conjunctions, it follows that Σ is ﬁnitely satisﬁable in M. Since M is compact, it follows that Σ
is satisﬁable in M, i.e. there is a world w such that M,w Σ . It easily follows that w is modally equivalent with w ′ , i.e.
they are bisimilar. Thus the ﬁrst statement is proved, and the rest of the lemma follows as an easy consequence. 
Ultraproducts are constructed by ﬁltering Cartesian products as follows. Let {Mi = (Wi, Ri, Vi): i ∈ I} be a family of
Kripke models and let U be an ultraﬁlter2 over I . For all f , g ∈ ∏i∈I Wi , we put f ∼ g if and only if {i ∈ I: f (i) =
g(i)} ∈ U . It is easy to show that ∼ is an equivalence relation. Quotient set of ∼ is denoted ∏U Wi , and by f U we denote
the equivalence class represented by f . The ultraproduct of the family {Mi: i ∈ I} over U is the Kripke model ∏U Mi =
(
∏
U Wi, R
U , V U ), where f U RU gU holds if and only if {i ∈ I: f (i)Ri g(i)} ∈ U , and for each propositional letter p we deﬁne
f U ∈ V U (p) if and only if {i ∈ I: f (i) ∈ Vi(p)} ∈ U .
In fact, this holds for every modal formula:
∏
U Mi, f
U  ϕ if and only if {i ∈ I: Mi, f (i)  ϕ} ∈ U . Similarly, we have∏
U Mi  ϕ if and only if {i ∈ I: Mi  ϕ} ∈ U . This is an analogue of the Łos´ fundamental theorem on ultraproducts from
the ﬁrst-order model theory. Ultraproducts over countably incomplete ultraﬁlters are ω-saturated (cf. [2, Theorems 4.1.9
and 6.1.1] for details on these facts). Since Lemma 1 holds in particular for ω-saturated models, it holds for ultraproducts
over countably incomplete ultraﬁlters, which will be important in proofs in the sequel.
An ultraproduct such that Mi = M for all i ∈ I is called the ultrapower of M over U and denoted ∏U M. It is easy to
see that the ultrapower is elementarily equivalent to M, i.e. the same ﬁrst-order sentences are true in M and
∏
U M.
While ultraproducts are imported from the classical model theory, another important construction based on ultraﬁlters
is typically modal. The ultraﬁlter extension of a model M = (W , R, V ) is ueM = (U f (W ), Rue, V ue), where U f (W ) is the
set of all ultraﬁlters over W , uRuev holds if and only if A ∈ v implies m(A) = {w ∈ W : wRa for some a ∈ A} ∈ u, and
u ∈ V ue(p) if and only if V (p) ∈ u. The basic property is that this extends to any modal formula, i.e. we have u ∈ V ue(ϕ) if
and only if V (ϕ) ∈ u (see [1, Proposition 2.59]).
The ultraﬁlter extension of a model generally is not ω-saturated.
2 The deﬁnition and basic properties of ultraﬁlters, which lie in the foundation of the notions of ultraproducts and ultrapowers as well as the ultraﬁlter
extensions and ultraﬁlter unions, are omitted here for the sake of brevity (cf. [1] or [2]).
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arbitrary valuation, e.g. V (p) = ∅ for all p. Roughly speaking, the ultraﬁlter extension ueM starts with a copy of N formed
by principal ultraﬁlters (with Π0 <ue Π1 <ue · · · and Πk ≮ue Πk for any k) and ends with a cluster of non-principal ultraﬁl-
ters, all of which are in particular reﬂexive, i.e. u <ue u for any non-principal ultraﬁlter u over N (see [1, Example 2.58] for
more detailed description). Let S(x) = {¬xRx,∃y1(y1Rx), . . . ,∃y1 . . .∃yn(y1R . . . RynRx), . . .}. Clearly, S(x) is ﬁnitely satisﬁ-
able in ueM, but it is not satisﬁable in ueM, so ueM is not ω-saturated.
But, the ultraﬁlter extension of any model is m-saturated (cf. [1, Proposition 2.61]). It is easy to prove that it is also
compact, so Lemma 1 also holds for ultraﬁlter extensions.
Proposition 1. LetM= (W , R, V ) be a Kripke model. Then the ultraﬁlter extension ueM is a compact model.
Proof. Let Σ be a set of formulas ﬁnitely satisﬁable in ueM. So, for any ﬁnite Σﬁn ⊆ Σ there is an ultraﬁlter u over W
such that ueM,u  Σﬁn , i.e. V (ϕ) ∈ u for all ϕ ∈ Σﬁn . Since any ultraﬁlter is closed under ﬁnite intersections, we have⋂
ϕ∈Σﬁn V (ϕ) ∈ u. Hence the set {V (ϕ): ϕ ∈ Σ} has the ﬁnite intersection property and thus can be extended to an ultraﬁl-
ter. This ultraﬁlter is the desired world of the model ueM in which all the formulas from Σ are true. 
Some simpler model constructions are also used in characterizations. The disjoint union of a family of models {Mi =
(Wi, Ri, Vi): i ∈ I} is a model ⊎i∈I Mi = (W , R, V ) such that:
(1) W =⋃i∈I (Wi × {i}),
(2) (w, i)R(v, j) if and only if i = j and Riwv ,
(3) (w, i) ∈ V (p) if and only if w ∈ Vi(p), for all p.
If universes Wi are mutually disjoint, we can simply use W =⋃i∈I Wi .
A generated submodel of M = (W , R, V ) is a model M′ = (W ′, R ′, V ′), where W ′ ⊆ W , R ′ = R ∩ (W ′ × W ′), V ′(p) =
V (p) ∩ W ′ for all p, and we have that w ∈ W ′ and wRv always implies v ∈ W ′ . In other words, generated submodel is
simply a submodel closed under accessibility relation.
In the rest of this section some non-standard notation is introduced for the sake of brevity of the statements in the se-
quel. These are the abbreviations that will be used for the various closure conditions on classes of models under the model
constructions in the characterization theorems, or for the preservation of truth of a formula under those constructions in
the preservation results: we say that a class of models is DU, GSUB, SB, TB, TSB, UPROD, UPOW, UE, UU if it is closed under
disjoint unions, generated submodels, surjective bisimulations, total bisimulations, total surjective bisimulations, ultraprod-
ucts, ultrapowers, ultraﬁlter extensions and ultraﬁlter unions,3 respectively. In some characterizations we will also need the
following non-standard closure condition.
Deﬁnition 1. A class K of Kripke models is GINT (or closed under generated intermodels) if the following holds:
Let M1, M and M2 be models such that M1 is a generated submodel of M and M is a generated submodel of M2.
Then we have: if M1 and M2 are in K, then M is also in K.
We denote that a class of models is DU if its complement is DU (similarly for the other constructions). Furthermore, we
say that a formula is DU if the class of models deﬁned by that formula is DU, and that a formula is DU if a class deﬁned by
that formula is DU etc.
Note that a class of models is SB if and only if its complement is TB.
In the following table the introduced abbreviations are given for the easier future reference.
K is: K is closed under: K is: K is closed under:
DU disjoint unions UPROD ultraproducts
GSUB generated submodels UPOW ultrapowers
SB surjective bisimulations UE ultraﬁlter extensions
TB total bisimulations UU ultraﬁlter unions
TSB total surjective bisimulations GINT generated intermodels
3. Characterization theorems
In this section the characterization theorems are given for the following types of deﬁnability.
3 Ultraﬁlter union is a less standard construction deﬁned by Venema in [13] and [14]. Its deﬁnition and basic properties are presented in Section 6 of
this paper, in which it plays a considerable role.
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formulas such that for any model M we have that M ∈K if and only if all the formulas from Σ are globally true on M.
A class K is modally ∃-deﬁnable if there is a set Σ of formulas such that for any model M it holds that M ∈K if and
only if every formula from Σ is satisﬁable in M.
A class K is modally ∀∃-deﬁnable if there is a pair (Σ1,Σ2) of sets of formulas such that for all M we have that M ∈K
if and only if every formula from Σ1 is globally true on M and every formula from Σ2 is satisﬁable in M.
A class K is a generalized modally deﬁnable class if K = Mod(S) for some set S of ﬁrst-order sentences built from some
formulas of the form ∀xSTx(ϕ) and ∃xSTx(ψ) using Boolean connectives.
A ﬁrst-order deﬁnable class of models, i.e. a class K for which there is a set S of ﬁrst-order sentences such that K =
Mod(S), is called elementary, and a class deﬁnable by a single ﬁrst-order sentence is basic elementary.
It is well known from classical model theory that a class K of models is elementary if and only if it is closed under
isomorphisms and ultraproducts, while its complement is closed under ultrapowers. A class K is basic elementary if and
only if both K and its complement are closed under isomorphisms and ultraproducts (cf. [2, Corollary 6.1.16]).
As the deﬁnition suggests, ∀-deﬁnability is the usual notion of modal deﬁnability (see [3] and [13]), while the
∃-deﬁnability and ∀∃-deﬁnability are somewhat analogous to the negative deﬁnability and ±-deﬁnability of Kripke frame
classes, considered by Venema [12] and Hollenberg [8]. However, while ∃-deﬁnability requires existence of a world in a
model in which deﬁning formulas are satisﬁed, negative deﬁnability requires existence of a valuation (for each world of a
frame) under which a deﬁning formulas are refuted. In the concluding section we outline the prospects of further work on
more analogous notion of existential deﬁnability of modal frame classes.
Note that all the classes in these deﬁnitions are elementary: they are deﬁned by sets of sentences built from standard
ﬁrst-order translations of modal formulas using quantiﬁers and Boolean connectives.
The following table depicts the model-theoretical characterizations of all these types of deﬁnability. The ﬁrst column
(∀-deﬁnability) is proved by de Rijke and Sturm [3]. All the other characterizations are proved in this section.
K ∀-deﬁnable ∃-deﬁnable ∀∃-deﬁnable gen. mod. def.
by a set of formulas SB, DU, UPROD, UPOW TB, UPROD, UPOW TSB, DU, GINT, UPROD, UPOW TSB, UPROD, UPOW
by a ﬁnite set = by a single formula TB, UPROD, UPROD TSB, DU, GINT, UPROD, UPROD = by a single formula
by a single formula SB, DU, UPROD, UPROD TB, UPROD, DU, UPROD (not applicable) TSB, UPROD, UPROD
The reader may be used to that the deﬁnability by a ﬁnite set of formulas is equivalent to the deﬁnability by a single
formula, but this is the case if we are able to use conjunctions, which we are obviously not in the case of ∃-deﬁnability.
Furthermore, a class that is ∀∃-deﬁnable by a single formula is actually ∀-deﬁnable or ∃-deﬁnable, hence the remark in the
table that the respective characterization is not applicable.
Theorem 1. (See de Rijke and Sturm [3].) LetK be a class of Kripke models. Then the following equivalences hold:
(1) K is modally deﬁnable if and only if it is SB, DU, UPROD and UPOW.
(2) K is modally deﬁnable by a single formula if and only if it is SB, DU, UPROD and UPROD.
Theorem 2 (Characterization of modal ∃-deﬁnability). LetK be a class of Kripke models. Then the following statements hold:
(1) K is modally ∃-deﬁnable if and only if it is TB, UPROD and UPOW.
(2) K is modally ∃-deﬁnable by a ﬁnite set of formulas if and only if it is TB, UPROD and UPROD.
(3) K is modally ∃-deﬁnable by a single formula if and only if it is TB, UPROD, DU and UPROD.4
Proof. (1) It is easy to check that a modally ∃-deﬁnable class is TB, UPROD and UPOW. For the converse, let K be TB,
UPROD and UPOW. Let S be the set of all sentences of the form ∃xSTx(ϕ) such that ϕ is satisﬁable in all models from K.
Then we have K⊆ Mod(S). It remains to prove the reverse inclusion.
Let A be a model such that A |
 S . Let U be a countably incomplete ultraﬁlter over N. Denote M =∏U A and put
Σ = {σ : M  σ }. Since M is elementarily equivalent to A, we have M |
 S . For each formula σ ∈ Σ there is a model Nσ
in K such that Nσ  σ . For if not, then ∃xSTx(¬σ) ∈ S , which contradicts M  σ . As we work with a countable language,
we can index Σ = {σ1, σ2, . . .}. Since Σ is closed under conjunctions, for all k ∈N there is Nk ∈K such that all the formulas
σ1, . . . , σk are globally true on Nk . Since any countably incomplete ultraﬁlter contains all coﬁnite subsets of the index set,
it is easy to see that we have
∏
U Nk Σ .
4 Proof of this characterization is already published in [10]. Somewhat simpler proof is presented here.
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∏
U Nk
to M. Since K is UPROD and TB, we have that ∏U Nk is in K, hence M ∈K. Finally, since K is UPOW, we conclude A ∈K,
as desired.
(2) It is easy to verify that a class which is modally ∃-deﬁnable by a ﬁnite set of formulas is also UPROD. For the
converse, assume K is TB, UPROD and UPROD. Then (1) implies that K is modally ∃-deﬁnable, i.e. deﬁned by a set S of
some sentences of the form ∃xSTx(ϕ). But, as isomorphism is a special case of total bisimulation, K is also basic elementary.
It is an easy consequence of the compactness of ﬁrst-order logic that K is then deﬁned by a ﬁnite subset of S , thus it is
∃-deﬁnable by a ﬁnite set of formulas.
(3) Follows directly from the statement (2) of de Rijke–Sturm theorem, as the exact dual. Obviously, a class of models is
∃-deﬁnable by a single formula if and only if its complement is ∀-deﬁnable by a single formula. 
Theorem 3 (Characterization of modal ∀∃-deﬁnability). LetK be a class of Kripke models. Then the following equivalences hold:
(1) K is modally ∀∃-deﬁnable if and only if it is TSB, DU, GINT, UPROD and UPOW.
(2) K is modally ∀∃-deﬁnable by a pair of ﬁnite sets of formulas if and only if it is TSB, DU, GINT, UPROD and UPROD.
Proof. Let K be a class of models that is modally ∀∃-deﬁnable by a pair (Σ1,Σ2). It is easy to check that K is TSB, DU,
GINT, UPROD and UPOW. We only give details for GINT, since it is not a standard construction. Let M1,M2 ∈ K and let
M be a model such that M1 is a generated submodel of M and M is a generated submodel of M2. Let ϕ ∈ Σ1. Then in
particular M2  ϕ . The global truth of a formula is clearly preserved under generated submodels, so M  ϕ . Since ϕ was
arbitrary, we have MΣ1. Likewise, any ϕ ∈ Σ2 is satisﬁable in M1, but then obviously ϕ is also satisﬁable in M. Hence,
M ∈K.
For the converse, let K be a class that satisﬁes all the above conditions. Let Σ1 be the set of modal formulas that
are globally true on all models from K and let Σ2 be the set of formulas that are satisﬁable in all models from K. Put
S1 = {∀xSTx(ϕ): ϕ ∈ Σ1}, S2 = {∃xSTx(ϕ): ϕ ∈ Σ2}, and S = S1 ∪ S2. Then we have K⊆ Mod(S).
To prove the reverse inclusion, let A be a model such that A |
 S . Let U be a countably incomplete ultraﬁl-
ter over N and denote M = ∏U A. Denote 	 = 	∀ ∪ 	∃ , where 	∀ = {∀xSTx(ϕ): ϕ is globally true on M} and 	∃ ={∃xSTx(ϕ): ϕ is satisﬁable in M}.
It is easy to see that for each sentence δ ∈ 	 there is a model Nδ in K such that Nδ |
 δ. Denote N=⊎δ∈	∃ Nδ . SinceK is DU, it follows that N ∈K. Obviously it also holds that N |
 δ for all δ ∈ 	∃ . Furthermore, K is UPROD, so the model
N∃ =∏U N is also in K. Now, since N∃ is ω-saturated and elementarily equivalent to N, it follows that N∃ |
 δ for all
δ ∈ 	∃ , and N∃ is m-saturated and compact.
On the other hand, we can index 	∀ = {δ1, δ2, . . .}. As any conjunction of some sentences from 	∀ is equivalent to a
sentence from 	∀ , we have that for all k ∈ N there is Nk ∈ K such that Nk |
 δ1 ∧ · · · ∧ δk . Put N∀ =∏U Nk . This is an
m-saturated and compact model such that N∀ ∈K and N∀ |
 δ for all δ ∈ 	∀ .
Lemma 1 immediately implies that there is a surjective bisimulation from M to N∀ . On the other hand, all modal
formulas that are satisﬁable in M are also satisﬁable in N∃ . This obviously means that all formulas that are globally true
on N∃ are also globally true on M. Therefore Lemma 1 also implies that there is a surjective bisimulation from N∃ to M.
The domain of that bisimulation is a generated submodel of N∃ . Denote this submodel N′∃ . Clearly, there is a total surjective
bisimulation between N′∃ and M. On the other hand, a composition of surjective bisimulations is a surjective bisimulation,
so we also have a surjective bisimulation from N∃ to N∀ . Denote the domain of this bisimulation N′′∃ . It is a generated
submodel of N′∃ such that there is a total surjective bisimulation between N′′∃ and N∀ , thus N′′∃ ∈K, since K is TSB. But,
K is also GINT, so N′∃ ∈K, thus immediately M ∈K. Since K is UPOW, we have A ∈K, as desired.
The fact that K= Mod(S) obviously implies that K is ∀∃-deﬁnable by the pair (Σ1,Σ2).
The second statement is proved by an easy compactness argument similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
The following theorem is actually equivalent to the van Benthem’s insight from [11] about deﬁnability in modal logic
extended with the universal modal operator (such that all worlds are accessible from anywhere). As de Rijke and Sturm
note in [3], global translations of modal formulas, i.e. sentences of the form ∀xSTx(ϕ) or ∃xSTx(ϕ), are expressible in the
language with the universal modality. The equivalence is easily established (we discuss this further in Section 4), but the
proof presented here is direct.
Theorem 4 (Characterization of generalized modal deﬁnability). LetK be a class of Kripke models. Then we have:
(1) K is generalized modally deﬁnable if and only if it is TSB, UPROD and UPOW.
(2) K is generalized modally deﬁnable by a single sentence if and only if it is TSB, UPROD and UPROD.
Proof. It is not hard to verify that a generalized modally deﬁnable class is TSB, UPROD and UPOW. For the converse, let
K be a class of models that is TSB, UPROD and UPOW and let S be the set of all sentences that are true on all models
from K, such that they are built from universally or existentially quantiﬁed standard translations of some modal formulas
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A |
 S . Let U be a countably incomplete ultraﬁlter over N and put M =∏U A. Let 	 be the set of all sentences of the
previously described form that are true on M.
For each sentence δ ∈ 	 there is a model Nδ ∈ K such that Nδ |
 δ. For if not, then ¬δ ∈ S , thus M |
 ¬δ. Obviously,
	 is closed under conjunctions, so if we index 	 = {δ1, δ2, . . .}, for all k ∈ N there is Nk ∈K such that Nk |
 δ1 ∧ · · · ∧ δk .
Now we have
∏
U Nk |
 	. It follows that the same modal formulas are globally true on M and
∏
U Nk , so by Lemma 1
there is a total surjective bisimulation between them. But, K is UPROD and TSB, so ∏U Nk ∈ K, thus M ∈ K. Since K is
UPOW, it follows A ∈K. 
4. Modal model deﬁnability and the universal modality
In this section we discuss a connection between the previously established results and the universal modality.
The modal language enriched with the universal modality is an extension of the basic modal language by a modal
operator Aϕ , which we call the universal modality, and we also use its dual, the existential modality Eϕ .
These have the standard modal semantics, with respect to the universal binary relation W × W on a model M =
(W , R, V ), that is, M,w  Eϕ if and only if there is v ∈ W such that M, v  ϕ , and M,w  Aϕ if and only if for all v ∈ W
we have M, v  ϕ (see [6] and [11] for further details on this language). This means that the standard translation of new
modalities is as follows:
STx(Eϕ) = ∃yST y(ϕ),
STx(Aϕ) = ∀yST y(ϕ).
This implies that a class K of Kripke models is modally ∃-deﬁnable if and only if it is deﬁnable by a set of formulas
of the existential fragment of the enriched language, i.e. by a set of formulas of the form Eϕ , where ϕ is a basic modal
formula. Indeed, we clearly have that a formula ϕ is satisﬁable in a model M if and only if M Eϕ . We clearly have similar
connection between the universal fragment and ∀-deﬁnability, while ∀∃-deﬁnability corresponds to the union of universal
and existential fragment. So, Theorems 1–3 can also serve as characterizations of deﬁnability by these fragments.
Finally, Theorem 4 is actually a characterization of deﬁnability in the full enriched language. Van Benthem [11] points
out that ﬁrst-order formulas equivalent to the standard translation of some formula of the enriched modal language are
characterized by the invariance under total surjective bisimulations, i.e. by the property TSB. That is, we have the following
equivalence.
Corollary 1. A class K of models is generalized modally deﬁnable if and only if it is deﬁnable in the modal language enriched with the
universal modality.
Proof. Let K be deﬁnable by a set of ﬁrst-order sentences built from some ∀xSTx(ϕ) and ∃xSTx(ψ) using Boolean connec-
tives. Then K is clearly deﬁnable in the enriched language, by formulas built from the respective Aϕ and Eψ using the
same connectives.
For the converse, let K be deﬁned by a set of modal formulas of the enriched language. Then the results of [11] imply
that K is TSB, and by standard translation it is clearly elementary, thus it is UPROD and UPOW. Theorem 4 now implies
that K is a generalized modally deﬁnable class. 
5. Preservation theorems
As a direct consequence of each characterization theorem we get a preservation result, which characterizes certain
syntactic type of ﬁrst-order sentences by means of its semantics, i.e. its preservation under some model-theoretical con-
structions.
Corollary 2. Let α be a ﬁrst-order sentence (over the appropriate alphabet). Then the following hold:
(1) α is equivalent to a sentence of the form ∀xSTx(ϕ) for some modal formula ϕ if and only if α is SB and DU.
(2) α is equivalent to a sentence of the form ∃xSTx(ϕ) if and only if it is TB and DU.
(3) α is equivalent to a sentence of the form ∃xSTx(ϕ1) ∧ · · · ∧ ∃xSTx(ϕk) if and only if it is TB.
(4) α is equivalent to a sentence of the form ∀xSTx(ϕ1) ∨ · · · ∨ ∀xSTx(ϕk) if and only if it is SB.
(5) α is equivalent to a sentence of the form ∀xSTx(ϕ) ∧ ∃xSTx(ϕ1) ∧ · · · ∧ ∃xSTx(ϕk) if and only if it is TSB, DU and GINT.
(6) α is equivalent to a sentence built from some formulas of the form ∀xSTx(ϕ) or ∃xSTx(ψ) using Boolean connectives if and only if
it is TSB.
Proof. (1) See [3].
(2) This statement is exactly dual to (1).
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Mod(α) is modally ∃-deﬁnable by a ﬁnite set of formulas, i.e. it is deﬁned by a sentence of the desired form, which means
that α is equivalent to that sentence. Converse is proved similarly.
(4) This observation is also due to de Rijke and Sturm [3]. It can be proved directly, but since the statement (3) is already
proved, observe that this is its dual.
(5) This is a consequence of Theorem 3. It is proved similarly as (3), using the fact that a conjunction of some formulas
of the form ∀xSTx(ϕ) is equivalent to a formula of that form.
(6) Follows from Theorem 4. 
The following table gives an easy reference to these results.
α is: α is equivalent to a sentence of the form:
SB and DU ∀xSTx(ϕ)
SB ∀xSTx(ϕ1) ∨ · · · ∨ ∀xSTx(ϕk)
TB ∃xSTx(ϕ1) ∧ · · · ∧ ∃xSTx(ϕk)
TB and DU ∃xSTx(ϕ)
TSB, DU and GINT ∀xSTx(ϕ) ∧ ∃xSTx(ϕ1) ∧ · · · ∧ ∃xSTx(ϕk)
TSB built using Boolean connectives on some ∀xSTx(ϕ), ∃xSTx(ψ)
6. Some alternative characterizations
In some characterizations it suﬃces to demand closure under ultrapowers instead of closure under all ultraproducts.
Lemma 2. If a classK of models is SB, DU and UPOW, then it is also UPROD.5
Proof. Let {Mi: i ∈ I} be a family of models from K and let U be an ultraﬁlter over I . Put N =⊎i∈I Mi . Since K is DU,
we have N ∈K. Furthermore, K is UPOW, so the ultrapower ∏U N is also in K. Deﬁne a relation Z such that for f U from∏
U N and g
U from
∏
U Mi we have f
U Z gU if and only if {i ∈ I: f (i) = g(i)} ∈ U . Surjectivity of Z is obvious, and it is also
easy to see that it is a bisimulation. Since K is SB, it follows that ∏U Mi ∈K, as desired. 
Lemma 2 enables us to replace the condition that a class is UPROD with the condition that it is UPOW in both state-
ments of Theorem 1. We can similarly weaken the demands on the complement of a class in the third statement of
Theorem 2.
Corollary 3. LetK be a class of models. Then the following equivalences hold:
(1) K is modally deﬁnable if and only if it is SB, DU, UPOW and UPOW.
(2) K is modally deﬁnable by a single formula if and only if it is SB, DU, UPOW and UPROD.
(3) K is modally ∃-deﬁnable by a single formula if and only if it is TB, UPROD, DU and UPOW.
The following table repeats these results together with all other characterizations already depicted in the table in Sec-
tion 3.
K ∀-deﬁnable ∃-deﬁnable ∀∃-deﬁnable gen. mod. def.
by a set of formulas SB, DU, UPOW, UPOW TB, UPROD, UPOW TSB, DU, GINT, UPROD, UPOW TSB, UPROD, UPOW
by a ﬁnite set = by a single formula TB, UPROD, UPROD TSB, DU, GINT, UPROD, UPROD = by a single formula
by a single formula SB, DU, UPOW, UPROD TB, UPROD, DU, UPOW (not applicable) TSB, UPROD, UPROD
By examining all the proofs of these characterizations one can see that it is not necessary to demand closure under
all ultraproducts or ultrapowers, because we always use an ultraproduct or an ultrapower over a countably incomplete
ultraﬁlter. This means that all the characterizations in the above table hold even if we weaken the meaning of the ab-
breviations UPOW and UPROD such that they mean closure under ultrapowers (ultraproducts) over countably incomplete
ultraﬁlters. The same goes with the abbreviations UPROD and UPOW. This corrected meaning is assumed throughout this
section.
The aim of this correction is to get a uniform proof of the alternative characterizations in which the condition UPOW is
replaced with UE, and UPROD with UU.
5 Similar fact is observed in [3], as an analogue to the well-known result by Goldblatt [5] for the level of frames.
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notation, assume that universes Wi are mutually disjoint. Let M = (W , R, V ) denote the disjoint union of this family. Let
ueM= (U f (W ), Rue, V ue) be the ultraﬁlter extension of M.
Furthermore, let U be an ultraﬁlter over I . We say that a set A ⊆ W is U -compatible if {i ∈ I: A ∩ Wi = ∅} ∈ U . An ultra-
ﬁlter u over W is called U -compatible if each element of u is a U -compatible set.
Ultraﬁlter union of a family {Mi: i ∈ I} of models is the Kripke model ⊎U Mi = (WU , RU , VU ), where WU is the set of
all U -compatible ultraﬁlters over W , and RU and VU are restrictions of Rue and V ue to WU respectively.
To show that the ultraﬁlter union is non-empty, for each i ∈ I choose some wi ∈ Wi . Put πU (w¯) = {A ⊆ W : {i ∈ I:
wi ∈ A} ∈ U }. It is easily veriﬁed that πU (w¯) is in fact an ultraﬁlter over W and that it is U -compatible.
Ultraﬁlter union is obviously a submodel of the ultraﬁlter extension of the disjoint union, i.e. of the model ue(
⊎
i∈I Mi).
It is in fact a generated submodel. As a consequence, ultraﬁlter union is modally saturated. We also have the natural
criterion of the truth of a formula, the analogue of the Łos´ theorem on ultraproducts: if {i ∈ I: Mi,wi  ϕ} ∈ U , then⊎
U Mi,πU (w¯) ϕ . Detailed proofs of these facts are given by Venema [14].
Using the construction of ultraﬁlter union, together with the ultraﬁlter extensions, Venema proved the characterizations
of deﬁnability for the local setting (pointed models) and for the modal ∀-deﬁnability in [13] and [14]. Here an alternative
proof is presented, along with the analogous results for other types of deﬁnability presented in this paper. All we need are
the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3. Let M = (W , R, V ) be a Kripke model and let U be a countably incomplete ultraﬁlter. There exists a total surjective
bisimulation from the ultrapower
∏
U M to the ultraﬁlter extension ueM.
Proof. Since both
∏
U M and ueM are m-saturated, the modal equivalence between their points is a bisimulation. Denote
this bisimulation by Z and prove that it is total and surjective.
Let f U ∈ ∏U W and Σ f U = {ϕ:
∏
U M, f
U  ϕ}. Using standard translation, for every ϕ ∈ Σ f U we have
∏
U M |
∃xSTx(ϕ). Since the ultrapower of model M is elementarily equivalent to M, we have M |
 ∃xSTx(ϕ). So for each ϕ ∈ Σ f U
there exists w ∈ W such that M,w  ϕ . We conclude that Σ f U is ﬁnitely satisﬁable in M. This means that {V (ϕ): ϕ ∈ Σ f U }
has the ﬁnite intersection property, and thus can be extended to an ultraﬁlter u over W . It follows that ueM,u  ϕ for all
ϕ ∈ Σ f U . So, we have proved that for every f U there is an ultraﬁlter u such that they are modally equivalent, i.e. f U Zu,
which means that Z is total.
To prove that Z is surjective, let u be an ultraﬁlter over W and let Σu = {ϕ: ueM,u  ϕ}. For every ϕ ∈ Σu we have
V (ϕ) ∈ u, thus V (ϕ) = ∅. Hence ϕ is satisﬁable in M, so Σu is ﬁnitely satisﬁable in M. Clearly this also means that Σu is
ﬁnitely satisﬁable in
∏
U M. Now, since
∏
U M is ω-saturated, it follows that Σu is satisﬁable in
∏
U M, i.e. there exists f
U
such that f U Zu. So, Z is surjective. 
Lemma 4. Let {Mi: i ∈ I} be a family of models and let U be a countably incomplete ultraﬁlter over I . Then there exists a total
surjective bisimulation between the ultraproduct
∏
U Mi and the ultraﬁlter union
⊎
U Mi .
Proof. The ultraproduct and the ultraﬁlter union are m-saturated, so the modal equivalence between their worlds is a
bisimulation. It remains to prove that it is total and surjective.
To prove the totality, let f U ∈∏U Mi and let Σ be the set of all formulas that are true in f U . Put wi = f (i). For every
ϕ ∈ Σ we have ∏U Mi, f U  ϕ , i.e. {i ∈ I: Mi,wi  ϕ} ∈ U . It follows that
⊎
U Mi,πU (w¯) ϕ . As this holds for all ϕ ∈ Σ ,
πU (w¯) is the required ultraﬁlter that is modally equivalent with f U .
To prove the surjectivity, apply Lemma 1. This is possible since ultraproduct is a compact model. Let ϕ be a formula such
that
∏
U Mi  ϕ . We need to prove that
⊎
U Mi  ϕ . Assume the opposite, i.e. ¬ϕ is satisﬁable in
⊎
U Mi . This means that
there is a U -compatible ultraﬁlter u over the disjoint union
⊎
i∈I Mi = (W , R, V ) such that V (¬ϕ) ∈ u. Therefore V (¬ϕ) is
a U -compatible set, i.e. {i ∈ I: V (¬ϕ) ∩ Wi = ∅} ∈ U , where Wi is the universe of the model Mi .
Now for any i ∈ I such that the intersection V (¬ϕ) ∩ Wi is non-empty choose f (i) from that intersection, and for any
i ∈ I such that V (¬ϕ) ∩ Wi = ∅ choose any f (i) from Wi . For thus constructed f U ∈∏U Mi , due to closure of ultraﬁlter
under extensions we have {i ∈ I: f (i) ∈ V (¬ϕ)} ∈ U , i.e. ∏U Mi, f U ¬ϕ , which contradicts
∏
U Mi  ϕ . 
Let K be a class of models that is TSB. From Lemmas 3 and 4 it follows that then K is UPOW if and only if it is UE,
and also, that it is UPROD if and only if it is UU (where UU here also means closure under ultraﬁlter unions over countably
incomplete ultraﬁlters). Note that all the classes and their complements in Theorems 1–4 are TSB, so all the announced
alternative characterizations hold, as depicted in the following table.
K ∀-deﬁnable ∃-deﬁnable ∀∃-deﬁnable gen. mod. def.
by a set of formulas SB, DU, UE, UE TB, UU, UE TSB, DU, GINT, UU, UE TSB, UU, UE
by a ﬁnite set = by a single formula TB, UU, UU TSB, DU, GINT, UU, UU = by a single formula
by a single formula SB, DU, UE, UU TB, UU, DU, UE (not applicable) TSB, UU, UU
T. Perkov, M. Vukovic´ / Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 163 (2012) 1928–1939 1937The ﬁrst claim (in the upper left corner of the table) is due to Venema [13], who proved it directly.
It is easily veriﬁed that all the characterizations also hold if UU means closure under any ultraﬁlter unions.
7. Examples
Modally deﬁnable classes in the usual sense and ∃-deﬁnable classes are obviously special cases of ∀∃-deﬁnable classes,
which are themselves a special case of generalized modally deﬁnable classes. Let us show with few examples that these
inclusions are strict, in other words that we get new classes in these other types of deﬁnability.
Example 2. There exists an ∃-deﬁnable class that is not ∀-deﬁnable (and vice versa). A class of all models on which the
formula  is globally true is, of course, a modally deﬁnable class in the usual sense, but its complement is not. That
class consists of all models on which every world has access to some world, while its complement consists of all models
on which there is a world with no R-successors. It is easy to see that this complement is not closed under generated
submodels, hence it is not SB, so by Theorem 1 it cannot be ∀-deﬁnable. But, it is ∃-deﬁnable by the formula ¬, i.e. ⊥.
In fact, only trivial classes are both ∀-deﬁnable and ∃-deﬁnable.
Proposition 2. A class K of Kripke models is modally ∀-deﬁnable and modally ∃-deﬁnable if and only if K is empty or K is the class
of all Kripke models.
Proof. The class of all Kripke models is deﬁned by any valid formula, for example , in both senses: as the class of all
models on which that formula is globally true, but also as the class of all models on which that formula is satisﬁable in
some world. Similarly, the empty class is ∀-deﬁnable and ∃-deﬁnable by ⊥.
To prove the converse, it suﬃces to show that no non-trivial ∀-deﬁnable class is ∃-deﬁnable. So, let K be a non-empty
class of models that does not contain all models and let it be ∀-deﬁnable by some set S of formulas. Then there is ϕ ∈ S
that is not a valid formula (or else K would be the class of all models). This means that there exists a model Mϕ such that
Mϕ  ϕ . Assume K is also ∃-deﬁnable. Then by Theorem 2 it is TB, so for any model M ∈K we have that MunionmultiMϕ is also
in K. Therefore MunionmultiMϕ  ϕ , which contradicts Mϕ  ϕ . 
Example 3. To show that ∀∃-deﬁnability is a proper generalization of modal deﬁnability in the usual sense and ∃-deﬁnability,
consider two different propositional letters p and q. The class of models on which p is globally true and q is satisﬁable
is clearly modally ∀∃-deﬁnable, but it is not ∀-deﬁnable nor ∃-deﬁnable. It is easy to check that this class is neither TB
nor SB, since global truth is generally not preserved under total, and satisﬁability is generally not preserved under surjective
bisimulations.
Example 4. Let p and q be two propositional letters, and let Px and Q x be their standard translations. The class Mod(∀xPx∨
∀xQ x) is, of course, a generalized modally deﬁnable class, but it is not modally ∀∃-deﬁnable. It is easy to see that it is
not DU.
The following examples show that the conditions in all the presented characterization theorems are minimal. Each ex-
ample satisﬁes all but one of the conditions of a characterization, thus showing that this condition cannot be omitted. Note
that Example 4 already does this for the condition DU, since it clearly satisﬁes all other conditions of both statements of
Theorem 3, and also of the alternative characterizations of ∀∃-deﬁnability from Section 6.
Example 5. It is well known that, while reﬂexivity is deﬁnable as a modal frame condition, it is not deﬁnable as a model
condition. This is because the class K of all reﬂexive models is not TSB (cf. [1, p. 87]), and therefore also not TB nor SB. It
is easy to verify that K satisﬁes all other conditions of all characterizations from Sections 3 and 6. So, the conditions TSB,
SB and TB are essential for the respective characterizations.
Example 6. Let K be the class of all models M= (W , R, V ) such that there is a propositional letter p such that V (p) = W .
Then K is not modally ∀-deﬁnable since it is clearly not DU. However, it is not hard to check that K satisﬁes all other
conditions of characterizations of ∀-deﬁnability (by a set of formulas as well as by a single formula) from tables in Sec-
tions 3 and 6. So, we conclude that the condition DU cannot be omitted in any of these characterizations. By duality, the
complement of K shows that the condition DU cannot be omitted in characterizations of ∃-deﬁnability by a single formula.
Example 7. Let K be the class of all models M = (W , R, V ) such that for all p we have V (p) = W . This class is clearly
∀-deﬁnable (by the set of all propositional letters), but it is not ∀-deﬁnable by a single formula, since it is not UPROD. To
see this, index propositional letters by natural numbers and for all k ∈N, denote by Mk = (Wk, Rk, Vk) the model on which
all propositional letters but pk are globally true, but Vk(pk) = ∅. By the deﬁnition of ultraproduct, each propositional letter
is then globally true on
∏
U Mk , where U is a countably incomplete ultraﬁlter over N.
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is unavoidable condition in that characterization. Similar argument works for the condition UU in the alternative character-
ization.
Furthermore, as K is SB, and therefore GSUB and GINT, we immediately have that UPROD cannot be omitted in the
characterization of generalized modal deﬁnability by a single formula, nor of ∀∃-deﬁnability by a pair of ﬁnite sets. The
same goes for the condition UU in the respective alternative characterizations.
Also, from the properties of K it follows that its complement Kc is TB, DU and UPROD, but is not UPROD. Hence, Kc is
not ∃-deﬁnable, and the only reason is that it is not UPROD, so that condition is unavoidable in all characterizations of
∃-deﬁnability (by a set of formulas, by a ﬁnite set and by a single formula). The same example clearly shows that UPROD
cannot be omitted in characterizations of generalized modal deﬁnability and ∀∃-deﬁnability. To see this, note that since
Kc is TB, it easily follows that it is also TSB, DU and GINT. By analogy, UU cannot be omitted in the respective alternative
characterizations.
Example 8. Let K be the class of all models M= (W , R, V ) such that for all p we have V (p) = ∅. Then K is ∃-deﬁnable by
the set of propositional letters, but it is not ∃-deﬁnable by a ﬁnite set of formulas, since it is not UPROD. We can show this
by using the same ultraproduct
∏
U Mk which we have constructed in Example 7. Hence, the condition UPROD cannot be
omitted in the characterization of ∃-deﬁnability by a ﬁnite set of formulas, and the same holds for the condition UU in the
alternative characterization.
Example 9. Let K be the class of all models M= (W , R, V ) such that for all w ∈ W there is p such that w ∈ V (p). It is easy
to check that K is SB, DU and UPROD. However, K is not UPOW. This is since the model N= (N, R, V ) such that V (pk) = {k}
for all k ∈ N (while R is arbitrary) is in K, but its ultrapower over a countably incomplete ultraﬁlter U is not. Indeed, for
f (k) = k, k ∈ N we have ∏U N, f U  pk , for all k. This shows that UPOW is unavoidable condition in the characterizations
of ∀-deﬁnability by a set of formulas and by a single formula. A similar argument shows this for the condition UE in the
alternative characterizations.
By duality, Kc is UPROD, TB and DU, thus proving that UPOW cannot be omitted in the characterization of ∃-deﬁnability
by a single formula, nor can be UE in the alternative characterization. Also, it easily follows that Kc is TSB, DU and GINT.
So, the same example shows that UPOW cannot be omitted in any of the characterizations by a set of formulas but for
∀-deﬁnability, and same goes for UE in the respective alternative characterizations.
Example 10. Let K be the class of all models M= (W , R, V ) such that for all w ∈ W there is v such that Rwv and v ∈ V (p)
for all p. It is easy to see that K is SB, DU and UPOW. But K is not UPOW. To see this, consider the model N= (N,<, V ),
where V (pk) = N \ {k}, k ∈ N. We clearly have N /∈K. Let U be a countably incomplete ultraﬁlter over N and let f U be an
arbitrary element of the ultrapower
∏
U N. Now, for all i ∈ N put g(i) = f (i) + i. Then f U <U gU and each p is satisﬁed
in N at all but ﬁnitely many g(i), which means that it is satisﬁed at gU . Hence,
∏
U N is in K, so K is not ∀-deﬁnable.
This means that UPOW is unavoidable in the characterization of modal ∀-deﬁnability. Furthermore, Lemma 3 implies
that K is UE, hence in the alternative characterization of ∀-deﬁnability we cannot omit the condition UE.
It remains to show that the condition GINT cannot be omitted in the characterizations of ∀∃-deﬁnability by a set of
formulas and by a pair of ﬁnite sets.
Example 11. Let K = Mod(∀xPx ∨ ∃xQ x). Clearly, K is a generalized modally deﬁnable by a single sentence, so it is TSB,
UPROD, UPROD, UU and UU. It is easy to see that K is also DU. But, K is not GINT.
Indeed, let M1 = ({w},∅, V1), such that V1(p) = {w}, V1(q) = ∅, and let M2 = ({w, v,u},∅, V2), such that V2(p) = {w}
and V2(q) = {u}. Clearly, M1,M2 ∈K. Finally, let M= ({w, v},∅, V ), such that V (p) = {w} and V (q) = ∅. Obviously, M1 is
a generated submodel of M and M is a generated submodel of M2, but M /∈K.
So, no characterization would still work if we simply remove any of the conditions. But, there is a possibility that some
conditions can be replaced by weaker conditions, as is done for some results in Section 6.
8. Further work
All the results of this paper are easily generalized to the multi-modal setting. We considered only basic modal language
just for the presentational purposes. Some work is needed, though, to obtain similar results for particular modal logics, for
example temporal, with extra demands on accessibility relations, like transitivity.
Furthermore, similar approach could be applied on other levels of semantics. For example, on the level of frames, as
previously commented, negative deﬁnability is existential in terms of valuation, not in terms of worlds. A more analogous
notion of existential frame deﬁnability would be to require that for any valuation on a frame there exists a world at which
deﬁning formulas are satisﬁed. In this way we keep a connection to fragments of language extended with the universal
modality, and we can explore further generalizations, e.g. the appropriate notion of ∀∃-deﬁnability of frame classes.
T. Perkov, M. Vukovic´ / Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 163 (2012) 1928–1939 1939Finally, consider an obvious alternative to ∃-deﬁnability: a class of models K is ∃′-deﬁnable if there is a set Σ of modal
formulas such that K consists exactly of models in which Σ is satisﬁable. Unlike ∃-deﬁnability, this requires all formulas
from Σ to be satisﬁed at the same world. If Σ is singleton, this notion is equivalent to ∃-deﬁnability, and also if Σ is ﬁnite,
since satisﬁability of Σ in a model in this case is equivalent to satisﬁability of the conjunction of formulas from Σ . But in
the inﬁnite case, ∃′-deﬁnable class need not even be elementary. For example, the class Kc in Example 9 is ∃′-deﬁnable
by the set of formulas of the form ¬p, where p ranges over propositional letters. This class is not UPOW, thus it is not
elementary. So, this notion goes beyond what we are used to when dealing with modally deﬁnable model classes, and the
aim of this paper was to extend as far as possible the perspective of elementary classes that in some sense correspond
to modal formulas. But the notion of ∃′-deﬁnability is certainly worthy of further research, since it naturally corresponds
to the notion of semantic consistency. Any ∃′-deﬁnable class clearly has nice properties like TB, UPROD, and DU, but a
characterization has not yet been obtained.
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